Fatalities by transport mode in EU countries included in CARE

Total

- 49.59% pedestrian
- 18.31% car + taxi
- 15.09% agricultural tractor
- 14.02% lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- 4.65% moped
- 2.74% motor cycle
- 2.19% pedal cycle
- 2.74% bus or coach
- 0.72% heavy goods vehicle

inside urban area

- 29.56% pedestrian
- 17.03% car + taxi
- 9.41% agricultural tractor
- 7.02% lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- 6.14% moped
- 4.65% motor cycle
- 2.74% pedal cycle
- 0.89% bus or coach
- 0.27% heavy goods vehicle

outside urban area

- 61.07% pedestrian
- 13.97% car + taxi
- 12.79% agricultural tractor
- 9.14% lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- 4.26% moped
- 2.94% motor cycle
- 2.74% pedal cycle
- 0.74% bus or coach
- 0.79% heavy goods vehicle

Source: CARE (EU road accidents database)